
Dear Predecessors: 

 

Tainan City Government distributed Investment News in electronic version in May 2014 to share information 
relevant to industries and technologies, which has obtained enthusiastic responses  and reactions. Tainan 
City Government upholding the spirit of sustainable service will continuously update and enrich the contents 
in the electronic news with persistent efforts. You are also welcomed to raise your recommendations anytime 
against the industrial policies for Tainan City. Please do not hesitate to advise.  
                       
                                              Economic Development Bureau of Tainan City Government, Tainan City 

Industry Update 

The electronic news in May reported the high technology industry in Tainan focus on four 
major groups, including photo electricity,  integrated circuit, biotechnology, and green 
energy. Tainan City Hall endeavors to build a green city and subjectively introduce green 
energy vendors to invest in Tainan City. This issue will further report green energy (LED) 
industry.  

1. Global latest developments of green energy (LED) industry 

Due to the rise of global awareness of environmental protection and saving energy, the rising 

of LED industry is driven. Along with the populations of consumable electronic products 

(mobile phone, laptop, television), new buildings, billboards, and street lamps, LED 

applications are expanded from products in medium and small sizes to lighting and backlight 

source in large sizes. The international brands further expect to provide the one-stop 

shopping services. The prices of LED are keeping declining, and the efficiency of illumination 

is continuously enhanced. LED is able to enter the application markets, such as lighting. 

However, LED is still limited by higher prices, industrial standards not established, technical 

issues unsolved, such as light type, lifecycle, and reliability. In the future, due to feature 

enhancement, price declination, and promotion of saving energy policy, the growth of 

application markets relevant to LED lighting will be continuously driven. It is expected it will 

grow to 46.1 billions USD in 2017. The complex growth rate can achieve 49% in 2011-2017 (as 

shown in Figure 1). The market growth is strong. In the future, through the promotion of 

environmental protection and public policy, the usage rate of LED products by consumers is 

expected to rise again.  
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Players keep entering LED markets. The competition is pretty intense. However, the homogeneity of 
product is high. Consumers are difficult to distinguish the product differences. The consumers used to 
select the products in accordance with brands. The three largest lighting vendors in the world, Philips, 
Osram, and GE, are provided with the global lighting selling channels and the advantage of branding. 
Taking 2011 as an example, the three largest lighting vendors in the world occupied 52% of market share, 
still leading far ahead of other local vendors. LED lighting markets are now in China, Japan, North America, 
and Europe. However, along with the policies relevant to lighting of saving energy in emerging countries, 
led by Brazil, India, and Russia, the application markets for LED will be further expanded.  
 
2. Development Advantage of Green Energy (LED) Industry in Tainan 
According to the data in the survey by Statistical Department of Ministry of Economy for factory 
calibration and operation, there are totally 111 vendors categorized as LED manufacturing. Tainan City 
has 9 vendors, and 6 vendors are in Tainan Scientific Park. There are totally 20,885 employees in LED 
industry in Taiwan. There are 4,392 employees in Tainan City (21.03%). The business revenue in Taiwan is 
about 83.9 billions NTD. The total revenue in the market in Tainan City is about 15.3 billions NTD, which is 
18.23%. Please see the following Table 1 for detailed data.  
        
The statistical data show that Tainan has a plenty room for expansion in LED group industry. In terms of 
application aspect, especially LED headlight for vehicle, the LED group in Tainan has distinguishable 
features. Therefore, the developments of LED industry in Tainan are mainly lighting applications, such as 
headlight and street lamp for transportation. In addition, there are also niches for special medical lighting 
and agricultural lighting. Tainan has been a production center for automobile parts, especially Ta Yih 
Industrial Co., Ltd., TYC Brother Industrial Co., Ltd., and Eagle Eyes, which are all specializing in R&D, 
design, and manufacturing of headlight. As for medical lighting, the advantages by the industrial 
development of medical devices and the complete local medical system, the relevant products can be 
developed. One of the representative vendors is vita LED. As for agricultural lighting, the well known 
orchid industry in Tainan can be further developed.  

<Figure 1 Global LED lighting market in 2011~2017 

<Table 1 Development Status of LED manufacturers in Tainan City> 

Information Source: Factory calibration and operation survey by Statistical Department of Ministry of Economy 
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Investment Information 

3. Investments suitable for green energy (LED) industry in Tainan 
In the future, the growing momentum of LED markets will come from lighting, vehicle LED, and 
large backlight source application. Taiwan has better conditions in terms of environment in LED 
developments and has become the country that has the largest productivity and the second 
largest productive values. The vendors in the supply chains relevant to LED are also subjectively 
developing the technologies relevant to lighting and vehicle LED to improve illumination 
efficiency. The energy in the industrial group in Tainan is also suitable to engage in relevant 
territories. So far, Tainan is developing with Tainan Scientific Park as the base, suitable for the 
investments by international vendors of lighting applications, not only for household lighting 
markets but also for vehicle lighting markets. International vendors of lighting applications can 
rely on the technological advantages of LED light source to combine with the supply chains of 
headlight in Tainan, so that they can hold higher market shares in the global vehicle lighting 
markets. Compared to China, Taiwan will be a better operational headquarter and R&D center 
in terms of the advantages of technologies and talents.  

1. Statistics of factories, companies, and commercial entities registered in Tainan in 

 2012  and 2013 

(1) New registered factories are 136 in 2012 and 153 in 2013, with growth rate 12.5%.  

New registered companies are 910 in 2012 and 1,180 in 2013, with growth rate 29.7%.  

New registered commercial entities are 803 in 2012 and 1,506 in 2013, with growth rate 87.5%.  

Looking at the above date, compared to 2012, Tainan City in 2013 have significant increments in 

terms of the growth rates of no matter commercial entity or company registration, or new 

registered quantity. It shows the affirmations by industries to the investment environments in 

Tainan.  

<Information Source: Economic Development Bureau, Tainan City Government> 
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Trend Analysis 

Trend of vehicle LED 
 The demands for LED lighting rose in 2014. The demands of vehicle LED are also one of the applications 
that support the continuous increments of LED productive values. Along with the continuous improvements 
of LED technologies, since international automobile manufacturers, such as Audi, BMW, and so on, started 
to provide the options of LED headlight, many vendors started adopting LED light source to design new 
model of automobile. Audi is the most ambitious one in European automobile manufacturers in the markets.  
The international manufacturer, Audi, launched the first full LED headlight and lead the trend that all 
headlight vendors in the world turn the tide from HDI to LED. The design of a type of LED headlight costs 
tens of thousands NTD. The values are, in addition to the costs of materials, the costs invested to design, 
R&D, and specification certification. Currently, they are mainly applied to high level models of automobiles. 
Additionally, along with the evolvement of LED technologies, the problems in terms of heat dissipation and 
environmental temperature have been solved. LED industry is getting more experienced in the optical 
design of headlight. Therefore, the growth of LED lighting for automobile is expected to break 10% in 2014.  
It is expected the growth momentum more than 25% in 2015. 
 

<Figure 3 estimation of automobile LED productive value and growth rate in 2008~2015> 
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In the headlight markets, Taiwan mainly focuses on after market (AM). Many Taiwanese 
headlight vendors have deployed AM market for long. The major reason is the OEM products 
that must be completely compliant with safety regulations in international markets and pass the 
certifications by each automobile manufacturers. The threshold is relatively higher. AM markets 
are rather easy to approach. For the time being, since white light is the power source of headlight 
growth in the future, it is recommended that Taiwanese vendors can subjectively improve the 
quality and reliability of products and further pass various certifications to access markets and 
increase the penetrations in markets. We look forward to become an indispensable role in the 
global supply chains in terms of LED headlight in the future.  

<Information Source: Topology Research Institute > 


